DAILY TOUR

A NICE COOKING
LESSON IN PERUGIA

DESCRIPTION
Meet Federica Spagnoli, your cooking teacher: she will welcome you
in her cozy school furnished as a nice home kitchen and provided with
a pretty garden.
The principle of this school is to reproduce a “homely” school or provide cooking lessons in private houses. The aim is to warmly welcome
“students” who wants to learn the fundamentals of Italian cuisine and
to teach Italian recipes.
The school´s owner Federica Spagnoli belongs to an historical family of entrepreneurs of the 20th century. Federica is the nephew of Luisa Spagnoli, the
founder of the most important Italian chocolate factory -today known as “Perugina”. Luisa Spagnoli has created the famous chocolate “Perugina kiss”
becoming an instrument for thousands of couples´ happiness for several years;
Perugina kiss is still nowadays a symbol of love.

THE TOUR INCLUDES
»» Cooking lesson with recipes
»» Lunch with the prepared dishes
»» Taxes

UPON REQUEST
»» Entrance fees for museums or other
»» Local guide in Perugia
»» Transfer

Enjoy your cooking lesson with Federica and learn as much as you can!
At the end of the lesson taste the dishes you’ve prepared in a really
nice setting. Federica will also give you a book with all the recipes of
the dishes you’ve prepared with her.
In the afternoon, enjoy a visit of Perugia.

INFORMATION
»» Mrs Spagnoli speaks a good English
»» The cooking lesson can be organized for
a maximum of 20 persons
»» The cooking lesson is not available on
Sunday (only upon request)
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